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	Cambridge Certificate in Advanced English 4 Student's book, 9780521656511 (0521656516), Cambridge University Press, 1999
Cambridge Certificate in Advanced English 4 contains four complete tests for the Cambridge Certificate in Advanced English (CAE) examination from Cambridge ESOL. These papers provide candidates with an excellent opportunity to familiarise themselves with the content and format of the CAE examination and to practise examination techniques using genuine papers from Cambridge ESOL. Attractive colour visual material for Paper 5 is included with each test, enabling students to prepare thoroughly for the paired interview (Paper 5). A 'with answers' edition also contains a comprehensive section of keys and transcripts, making it ideal for self-study. A Cassette Set containing the recorded material for the aural component of the exam (Paper 4) is also available. The Teacher's Book contains transcripts of the recorded material and answer keys. In addition, it provides a comprehensive guide to each paper and an insight into marking procedures and grading, illustrated by authentic sample answers.     

       Contains four complete past papers from Cambridge ESOL for the Cambridge Certificate in Advanced English examination
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Data Analysis and Pattern Recognition in Multiple Databases (Intelligent Systems Reference Library)Springer, 2013

	
		Pattern recognition in data is a well known classical problem that falls under the ambit of data analysis. As we need to handle different data, the nature of patterns, their recognition and the types of data analyses are bound to change. Since the number of data collection channels increases in the recent time and becomes more...



		

Networks: Design and ManagementOrchard Publications, 2002
Networks are groups of computers that communicate by either cable or wireless transmissions. By the use of computer networking, we can share data with others. Today, all businesses, small or large use some type of computers and most use computer networking to handle their daily business operations such as bookkeeping, inventory tracking, document...

		

Hematopathology in Oncology (Cancer Treatment and Research)Springer, 2004

	Hematologist/oncologists rely heavily upon the discipline of

	hematopathology for the care and management of their patients. Whether

	interpreting a lymph node or bone marrow biopsy, directing a high

	throughput automated hematology laboratory, or translating testing

	modalities from the research bench to the clinical laboratory,...




	

PHP & MySQL: Novice to NinjaSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2012

	
		In this book, I will guide you as you take your first steps beyond the static world of building web pages with the purely client-side technologies of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Together, we’ll explore the world of database driven websites and discover the dizzying array of dynamic tools, concepts, and possibilities that...



		

E-discovery: Creating and Managing an Enterprisewide Program - A Technical Guide to Digital Investigation and Litigation SupportSyngress Publishing, 2008
Learn to produce evidence-quality data for legal counsel accurately, efficiently and cost-effectively.    

       One of the hottest topics in computer forensics today, electronic discovery (e-discovery) is the process by which parties involved in litigation respond to requests to produce electronically stored information (ESI)....

		

Urological Tests in Clinical PracticeSpringer, 2006

	This is a concise pocket guide to urological investigative procedures. It reviews the indications and pitfalls of tests before they are requested and suggests which investigations should be performed in individual urological conditions. Cross-sectional and other radiological images help illustrate the main diagnostic features, and diagrams...
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